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The celebrity dog trainer and Emmy-winning star of the CBS show Lucky Dog shares his training system to transform any
dog—from spoiled purebred puppy to shelter-shocked rescue—into a model companion in just seven days. Each week on Lucky
Dog, Brandon McMillan rescues an untrained, unwanted, "unadoptable" shelter dog. In the days that follow, these dogs undergo a
miraculous transformation as they learn to trust McMillan, master his 7 Common Commands, and overcome their behavior
problems—ultimately becoming well-mannered pets and even service dogs. With his labor of love complete, McMillan unites each
dog with a forever family. Now, in his first book, McMillan shares the knowledge he has gained working with thousands of dogs of
every breed and personality to help readers turn their own pets into well-trained Lucky Dog graduates. Lucky Dog Lessons begins
with the basics—building trust, establishing focus and control, and mastering training techniques. From there, McMillan explains his
playful, careful, and kind approach to training the 7 Common Commands he teaches every dog: SIT, STAY, DOWN, COME, OFF,
HEEL, and NO. Next, McMillan provides solutions to common canine behavior problems, including house training issues, door
dashing, chewing, barking, and common mealtime misbehaviors. Lucky Dog Lessons includes easy-to-follow steps, illustrative
examples, tried-and-true tips and tricks, and photographs to demonstrate each technique. Throughout the book, McMillan shares
inspiring stories about his favorite students and gives fans a behind-the-scenes look at the show and some of his most unique and
challenging canine encounters, including some never-before-seen outtakes. Brandon McMillian believes that no dog is beyond
saving, and the loving, positive, successful methods he offers will work wonders with even the most challenging dog. Create the
happy pet family you want with Lucky Dog Lessons.
Offers advice on dog training, including time-saving tips on housetraining puppies, teaching old dogs new tricks, and avoiding
chewing problems
A compassionate, modern, science-based approach to help you (and your dog!) with common training problems “Zak George
takes his dedication to humane and effective dog training from the screen to the written page.”—Dr. John Ciribassi, DVM, DACVB,
coeditor of Decoding Your Dog Celebrity dog trainer and YouTube star Zak George creates the most watched dog training content
in the world and has helped millions of people with their dogs. In this problem-based guide, he makes it easy to look up and solve
the exact behavioral issue that you're struggling with—whether you’re dealing with a new puppy, an adult dog you’ve had for
years, or a recently adopted rescue. He also helps you prevent many of these problems from becoming established in the first
place. Packed with case studies and examples from Zak’s videos so you can see his dog and puppy training tactics in action, this
book contains step-by-step instructions for dealing with: • Chewing • Jumping up • Barking • Play biting • Begging • Not listening
• Thunderstorm phobia • Separation anxiety • Aggression • And much more! Delving deeply into why dogs do what they do and
how to work through any problems that might arise, Zak proves that it's never too late to correct behavioral issues.
Spencer loves books and reads one every night, sometimes aloud, then puts the book back in its place, but one morning his
favorite book is missing, and the next day another, with each being replaced by a different object. Simultaneous eBook.
Donated by Bickerton Brokers.
A TikTok sensation, this rom-com about a young woman who agrees to fake date a colleague and bring him to her sister’s
wedding has “everything you could want in a romance” (Helen Hoang, New York Times bestselling author). Catalina Martín
desperately needs a date to her sister’s wedding. Especially since her little white lie about her American boyfriend has spiralled
out of control. Now everyone she knows—including her ex and his fiancée—will be there and eager to meet him. She only has four
weeks to find someone willing to cross the Atlantic and aid in her deception. New York to Spain is no short flight and her raucous
family won’t be easy to fool. Enter Aaron Blackford—her tall, handsome, condescending colleague—who surprisingly offers to step
in. She’d rather refuse; never has there been a more aggravating, blood-boiling, and insufferable man. But Catalina is desperate,
and as the wedding draws nearer, Aaron looks like her best option. And she begins to realize he might not be as terrible in the real
world as he is at the office.
This is a revised edition of Max Matthews best selling service dog book, revised for a better consumer experience.
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great American Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning masterwork of honor
and injustice in the deep South—and the heroism of one man in the face of blind and violent hatred One of the most cherished
stories of all time, To Kill a Mockingbird has been translated into more than forty languages, sold more than forty million copies
worldwide, served as the basis for an enormously popular motion picture, and was voted one of the best novels of the twentieth
century by librarians across the country. A gripping, heart-wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a South
poisoned by virulent prejudice, it views a world of great beauty and savage inequities through the eyes of a young girl, as her
father—a crusading local lawyer—risks everything to defend a black man unjustly accused of a terrible crime.

From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical
guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid
awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this
incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to
say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email
then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your
boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at
the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down
to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward
manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s
friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all
areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their
work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This
book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and
to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No
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Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional
workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial
Life Together
A vocabulary-building story about dogs engaged in every imaginable type of activity.
A step-by-step program that shows parents, simply and clearly, how to teach their child to read in just 20 minutes a day.
Beginning readers can learn 100 different words in this story about a remarkable dog.
Glad, sad, silly, mad - monsters have all kinds of different feelings! In this innovative die-cut book, featuring a snazzy foil
cover, you'll try on funny masks as you walk through the wide range of moods all little monsters (and kids!) experience.
Here's a fun, interactive way to explore the many different ways we feel! Caldecott Medal-winning author/artist Ed
Emberley provides readers with an imaginatively crafted book that helps children identify and understand their emotions.
Visit him at his Web site: www.edemberley.com.
Easy-to-read rhyming text describes what can be done on a drum with hand, fingers, and thumb.
Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he would add to the zoo, if he were in charge.
Life with a dog can bring companionship, fun, and joy. Life with a badly behaved dog can bring frustration and
heartbreak. Behavior problems are often cited as the main reason for owners' abandoning their dogs to shelters and
surrendering them to rescues, but many of a dog's problems can be resolved by a caring owner who's willing to devote a
little time to positive training. In The Dog Behavior Problem Solver, seasoned trainer Teoti Anderson shares her
knowledge and experience with dog owners, offering insight into why dogs do what they do while showing owners how to
implement reward-based training with their dogs in clear, easy-to-follow steps.INSIDE THE DOG BEHAVIOR PROBLEM
SOLVER:•A professional's take on canine behavior and misbehavior to help owners better understand their dogs.•The
author's training philosophy and how she applies it with her canine clients.•The importance of using positive, or rewardbased, training to build and strengthen the dog/owner bond in the process of eliminating unwanted behaviors.•A detailed
study of the most common behavior issues that dogs exhibit, along with a step-by-step positive-training solution to each
of these behaviors.
Training the Best Dog Ever, originally published in hardcover as The Love That Dog Training Program, is a book based on love
and kindness. It features a program of positive reinforcement and no-fail techniques that author Dawn Sylvia-Stasiewicz used to
train the White House dog, Bo Obama, and each of Senator Ted Kennedy’s dogs, among countless others. Training the Best Dog
Ever relies on trust and treats, not choke collars; on bonding, not leash-yanking or reprimanding. The five-week training program
takes only 10 to 20 minutes of practice a day and works both for puppies and for adult dogs that need to be trained out of bad
habits. Illustrated with step-by-step photographs, the book covers hand-feeding; crate and potty training; and basic cues—sit, stay,
come here—as well as more complex goals, such as bite inhibition and water safety. It shows how to avoid or correct typical
behavior problems, including jumping, barking, and leash-pulling. Plus: how to make your dog comfortable in the world—a dog that
knows how to behave in a vet’s office, is at ease around strangers, and more. In other words, the best dog ever.
Find the remote control. Pull off your kids' socks. Open and close the refrigerator door. Bet you never imagined your dog could
accomplish such feats! In this fun, easy-to-use trick-training guide, longtime trainer and cofounder of Canine University, Gerilyn J.
Bielakiewicz, shows you how to teach your dog all sorts of great tricks that will strengthen your bond and bring you both endless
enjoyment. From simple beginner moves for young pups to complex tricks for super-smart pooches, there's something in here for
everyone, including tricks that teach your dog how to: Shake, wave, and give high fives Play scared and be brave Fetch his dinner
bowl Retrieve your keys, mail, and phone Ring a bell to go outside Put away his toys and more Whether your dog's a natural-born
ham or a shy guy, these tricks will bring out his best - and help you be the best trainer you can be.
Zak George is a new type of dog trainer. A dynamic YouTube star and Animal Planet personality with a fresh approach, Zak helps
you to tailor train to your dog's unique traits and energy level--leading to quicker results and a much happier pet. Packed with
everything you need to know to raise and care for your dog, this book will help you communicate and bond with one another in a
way that makes training easier, more rewarding, and--most of all--fun!
Collects six beginner stories, including "A Fish Out of Water," about a young boy overfeeding his pet fish.
When a strange egg appears in their nest, Mr. and Mrs. Bird kindly take it upon themselves to raise the "baby bird" inside. But
when the egg hatches, the Birds are in for a big surprise--"Junior" is the oddest-looking baby bird they've ever seen--with big, long
jaws full of teeth and an appetite to match. In fact, he looks more like a baby alligator than a baby bird! Nevertheless, the devoted
Birds run themselves ragged feeding Junior until he gets so big, he must leave the nest or it will collapse underneath him. But how
can Junior fly without wings? To the delight of the Birds--and readers!--the dilemma is solved when Junior takes off from a branch
overlooking a pond.
Big Bird and his Muppet friends introduce a collection of stories, poems, puzzles, recipes, crafts, and games.
A youngster plans all the things he will teach his puppy.
The zany humor of Aaron Reynolds meets some serious facial hair in this competition for the title of finest mustache in the land!
When a mustachioed rabbit spots a mustache contest, he's sure he has the competition beat. That is, until a pesky frog hops up
with his own fine mustache. And a duck waddles up with a...duckstache? Soon, the competition is full of moosestaches and
mousestaches, whalestaches and tailstaches--and every kind of 'stache in between. Readers will love following this simple tale of
hirsute havoc with a laugh-out-loud twist ending. Plus, there's a fun guide at the end for readers to flip back through the pages and
spot all of the different kinds of mustaches, from handlebar to walrus!
Rhymed text and illustrations introduce the many meanings of "up."
You don't have to love or even like spiders to love this book. In fact, if you really don't like spiders, you'll have a lot in common with the book's
narrator, who despite his/her best intentions, cannot help smooshing them! This fresh and very funny non-fiction picture book shares lots of
fascinating facts about spiders-like a single spider can eat 50 pounds of bugs in a year!-and in an entirely captivating way. If I'm Trying to
Love Spiders doesn't cure your spider phobia, it'll at least make you appreciate how amazing they are...and laugh a lot as you learn about
them.
Two dogs are opposite in every way, but are the very best of friends. On board pages.
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A renowned dog trainer gives you the positive training tools you need to share a lifetime of fun, companionship, and respect with your dog.
Plus, you'll get: information on the importance of observing, understanding, and reacting appropriately to your dog's body language;
instructions on how to phase out the use of a clicker and treats to introduce more advanced training concepts; a diary to track progress;
suggestions for treats your dog will respond to; and a glossary of training terms.
Rhyming text and illustrations briefly point out what animals have teeth, their uses, and how to care for them.
Introduces the physical characteristics, habitats, life cycle, and eating habits of dolphins.
From actor Max Greenfield (fan-favorite “Schmidt” from television’s New Girl) comes a hilarious picture book for every child who thinks they
don't like to read books (and all the kids—and grownups—who do). Words, sentences, and even worse, paragraphs fill up books. Ugh! So
what's a reluctant reader to do? Actor Max Greenfield (New Girl) and New York Times bestselling illustrator Mike Lowery bring the energy
and laugh-out-loud fun out for every child (and parent) who thinks they don’t want to read a book. Joining the ranks of favorites like The Book
With No Pictures and The Serious Goose, this clever and playful read-aloud breaks the fourth wall and will have all readers coming back for
laughs again and again!
José was a boy with a song in his heart and a dance in his step. Born in Mexico in 1908, he came into the world kicking like a steer, and grew
up to love to draw, play the piano, and dream. José's dreaming took him to faraway places. He dreamed of bullfighters and the sounds of the
cancan dancers that he saw with his father. Dance lit a fire in José's soul. With his heart to guide him, José left his family and went to New
York to dance. He learned to flow and float and fly through space with steps like a Mexican breeze. When José danced, his spirit soared.
From New York to lands afar, José Limón became known as the man who gave the world his own kind of dance. ¡OLÉ! ¡OLÉ! ¡OLÉ! Susanna
Reich's lyrical text and Raúl Colón's shimmering artwork tell the story of a boy who was determined to make a difference in the world, and
did. José! Born to Dance will inspire picture book readers to follow their hearts and live their dreams.

Tabs, wheels and flaps introduce colors with the help of running, roller skating, swimming, and car driving dogs. On board pages.
"Isaac isn't interested in much, but when a mysterious shopkeeper tells him about a legendary book that holds the answers to
every question ever asked, he embarks on a lifelong search for the Book of Gold"-Make your dog the smart, attentive, well-behaved companion you've always wanted. Follow the Vocabulary and Respect Training
Program in Teach Your Dog 100 English Words and your dog will look right at you, listen to your words, and do what you say!
Big Bear's forest friends eye his berries hungrily, but he doesn't notice as he digs into his delicious snack. When the old oak tree
says, "Share, Big Bear, share," he thinks the tree has said, "Hair, Big Bear, hair!" One comical scene follows another as Big Bear
keeps misunderstanding the old oak tree's message until things finally get sorted out. Whimsical illustrations highlight the humor in
this gentle story about the importance of sharing something special with friends.
Is your eyesight failing, are you not very good at driving yourself, or are you simply blind drunk? These are just a few of the
reasons why it would make perfect sense to teach your dog to be your new chauffeur. Here, for the first time, is a complete guide:
how to get your dog acquainted with the controls, which breeds are the safest drivers, frequently asked questions; and how to get
your dog successfully through their tests. Never again need you wait for a taxi, or make that long highway drive unassisted. If you
are a dog owner and a car owner, then How to Teach Your Dog to Drive will be the most useful book you buy this year, or even
this decade . . .
John Reynolds Gardiner's classic action-packed adventure story about a thrilling dogsled race has captivated readers for more
than thirty years. Based on a Rocky Mountain legend, Stone Fox tells the story of Little Willy, who lives with his grandfather in
Wyoming. When Grandfather falls ill, he is no longer able to work the farm, which is in danger of foreclosure. Little Willy is
determined to win the National Dogsled Race—the prize money would save the farm and his grandfather. But he isn't the only one
who desperately wants to win. Willy and his brave dog Searchlight must face off against experienced racers, including a Native
American man named Stone Fox, who has never lost a race. Exciting and heartwarming, this novel has sold millions of copies and
was named a New York Times Outstanding Children's Book.
Every wish is fulfilled on the First of Octember.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER An incredible, revolutionary true story and surprisingly simple guide to teaching your
dog to talk from speech-language pathologist Christina Hunger, who has taught her dog, Stella, to communicate using simple pawsized buttons associated with different words. When speech-language pathologist Christina Hunger first came home with her
puppy, Stella, it didn’t take long for her to start drawing connections between her job and her new pet. During the day, she worked
with toddlers with significant delays in language development and used Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC)
devices to help them communicate. At night, she wondered: If dogs can understand words we say to them, shouldn’t they be able
to say words to us? Can dogs use AAC to communicate with humans? Christina decided to put her theory to the test with Stella
and started using a paw-sized button programmed with her voice to say the word “outside” when clicked, whenever she took
Stella out of the house. A few years later, Stella now has a bank of more than thirty word buttons, and uses them daily either
individually or together to create near-complete sentences. How Stella Learned to Talk is part memoir and part how-to guide. It
chronicles the journey Christina and Stella have taken together, from the day they met, to the day Stella “spoke” her first word,
and the other breakthroughs they’ve had since. It also reveals the techniques Christina used to teach Stella, broken down into
simple stages and actionable steps any dog owner can use to start communicating with their pets. Filled with conversations that
Stella and Christina have had, as well as the attention to developmental detail that only a speech-language pathologist could
know, How Stella Learned to Talk will be the indispensable dog book for the new decade.
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